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It is pointed out that before Ma’s Grammar there were many works about 
Chinese grammar in western world, but no matter the western scholars or the works 
themselves, they all have been seldom analyzed systematically. For A Grammar of 
the Chinese Language written by an English missionary named Robert Morris n in 
the early 19th century, the research about it is much less.  
This thesis studies A Grammar of the Chinese Language as its object, and 
analyzes its compilation background, structure and i tention. With a detailed 
description on phonetic system and word-class system of A Grammar of the Chinese 
Language, we draw a comparison on phonetic system and word-class system between 
A Grammar of the Chinese Language and Yü Yen Tzŭ êrh Chi . There are two 
research results as follows: 
1. we can conclude that the phonetic system Robert Mo rison described was 
NanKing dialect which is the direct reflection of the mandarin dialect in Chinese 
society at that time. It is different from the phonetic system, recorded by Thomas 
Francis Wade, which was Beijing dialect.  
2. Compared with the modern Chinese, the word-class sy tem that Robert 
Morrison concluded was less scientific and less precise, but more complete than that 
of Yü Yen Tzŭ êrh Chi. Although some Chinese grammatical concepts he applied 
were based mechanically on western grammatical concepts and Chinese words were 
classified according to the translation between Chinese and English, we still can not 
simply hold the idea that Robert Morrison just imitated the western grammatical 
framework construction. We should give A Grammar of the Chinese Language an 
objective evaluation. 
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之法》（A Grammar of the Chinese Language）和《中文英译》(Translations from the 
Original Chinese)，其中《通用汉言之法》是马礼逊唯一一部关于汉语语法的语
言类著作；1816年他编写了《中文会话及凡例》（Dialogues and Attached Sentences 
in the Chinese Language）；1817 年编写了《中国大观》（A View of China, for 
Philosophical Purposes, Containing A Sketch of Chinese Language, Geography, 
Religion and Customs）；1823年编纂出版了《华英字典》（Dictionary of the Chinese 
Language）；1823年在马来西亚的马六甲和米怜共同翻译出版了基督教经典《圣
经》；1824年马礼逊出版了《父子对话：中国的历史和现状》（China: Dialogues 
Between A Father and His Two Children Concerning the History and Present State of 





（The Three-Character Classic）、《大学》（The Great Science）、《三教源流》（Account 
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